Q4 REPORT – VICE PRESIDENT

Catch-up sessions/time and follow up

It was not oblivious to start from anywhere before following/catching up with what was happening above the community level. So, I interacted with different members over different issues and thankfully got great help from everyone. I really appreciate the warmth in Joomla as a community.

VET ENGAGEMENT (self-help page)

I engaged into interviewing people at various levels of Joomla, and those not involved with Joomla to determine our best direction for the Help Wanted page. The good intention was to find a way how we can build requirements for the page based on the customer needs. This activity was headed by Laura Gordon.

It was a successful activity and eye opening considering the views from the randomly interviewed individuals in the community.

There is great potential of volunteering as required for different departments if we would reach out better and, in this case, supporting the JUGS and bringing them closer in the loop would help that much. I am glad that VET team and Events are considering to revive the energies of the JUGS.

At some point along the way, it was election time here in Uganda and internet was disconnected in a short notice due to allegations that there was interference of external influence in election. Finally, elections went well and internet was restored, it was a big relief.

Currently I am working to engage professional external consultant to guide in creating strategic frameworks, through which different issues may be raised and handled, and also reach milestones in the foundation

Justine Ayebale.